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Campus hazing can have far-reaching negative consequences for individual
students, their families, student organizations, groups, and teams, and the
broader campus community.
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COMMITMENT
Commitment includes:
•

“According to our data, hazing
prevention is a leadership issue.”
HPC Campus Professional

•

Commitment Action Steps

•

•

•

Commitment is about leadership
and credibility. When senior leaders
visibly demonstrate commitment
to fostering a campus that is free
from hazing, they lend credibility
to and model a comprehensive,
campus-wide approach in which all
members of the campus community
have a role and a responsibility to
create a safe learning environment.
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CAPACITY
Capacity includes:
•

•

Capacity is about structures to create
knowledge and skills that support a culture
of engagement in hazing prevention.
Opportunities to learn about hazing and
hazing prevention, and designated staff
and time devoted to prevention give key
stakeholders the knowledge and skills
needed to promote a campus-wide learning
environment that is free from hazing.
Capacity Action Steps

“It takes a village. Hazing’s not just in
Greek Life, it’s a whole campus issue.”
HPC Campus Professional
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ASSESSMENT
Assessment includes:
•

•

“It was amazing to see in print where
we were and where we could go based
on the interviews with students and
staff. Until you shine a light on each
of the areas that need work, you don’t
know how much work there is to do.”
HPC Campus Professional
Assessment Action Steps:

•

•

•

Assessment is about evidence-based
prevention in context. Collection and
dissemination of precise information
about campus climate and hazing culture
increases understanding and visibility
at risk audiences and strategies, and
promotes a culture of accountability and
engagement for hazing prevention.
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PLANNING

Planning includes:
•

•

•

“We did hazing prevention for
Fraternity and Sorority Life but we
didn’t think about other audiences that
should be involved or student groups to
be involved. All of the programs focused
on the Greek population. Now our
target changed to include other student
areas on campus like athletics and
student leaders.”

HPC Campus Professional

•

Planning Action Steps:

•

Planning builds accountability by
facilitating use of campus data to
that can be measured to determine
progress in cultivating campus
environments free from hazing.
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EVALUATION
Evaluation includes:
•

•

“Emphasize data driven work. You have
to look at what you’re doing to see if it
works and that’s what we’re looking for
here—evidence based solutions.”
HPC Campus Professional

•
Evaluation Action Steps:
•

sustainability. Capturing and sharing
evaluation data grounds an evidencebased prevention approach that factors in
attention to whether and how prevention
strategies achieve established goals and
ways to improve so that prevention efforts
are effective and sustainable over time.
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CULTURAL COMPETENCE

Cultural Competence includes:
•

•

“We were dealing with some serious
bias-related incidents and that lead to
more attention to cultural competence
training. Our work in this area is a
result of crossover between hazing
prevention and other work with
students on cultural competence.”
HPC Campus Professional

•
Cultural Competence Action Steps:

Cultural competence is about
inclusivity and relevance. Involvement
and training of diverse stakeholders
ensures that individuals developing
hazing prevention efforts bring diverse
perspectives and possess knowledge
of identity-based variables that shape
hazing behaviors and responses to
hazing. That knowledge also informs
understanding of the relevance and
hazing and promote ethical leadership.
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SUSTAINABILITY
Sustainability includes:
•

•

•
orientation to hazing prevention that engages

“The funding for hazing prevention
changed when we were able to show our
assessment data. At least now our hazing
prevention program has a presence so
funds for the program are easier to get
than they were before.”
HPC Campus Professional
Sustainability Action Steps:

•

Sustainability is about presence
and persistence. Comprehensive
hazing prevention is a culture change
process that progresses and builds
credibility through consistent and
substantive engagement, activity,
communication, infrastructure,
resource allocation, and enforcement.

through relative to hazing programs, policies,
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IMPLEMENTATION
Implementation includes:
•

Implementation Action Steps:

cultural competence, planning, evaluation,
•

hazing policies, reporting, response processes,
©
, positive social

•

•

Implementation is about a positive,
proactive learning environment. Creation
of progressive learning activities for
campus stakeholders that promote positive
organization, group, and team norms
fosters behaviors and attitudes that are
inhospitable to and preventive of hazing.

“The coalition made it so folks other
than Greek Life were talking about
hazing prevention as an important
issue.”
HPC Campus Professional
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SAMPLE COMPREHENSIVE HAZING SCENARIO
College B

WHY IT WORKS
In this example, the partnership between hazing prevention
staff and a senior-level vice president demonstrated a growing
leadership commitment to hazing prevention. Because of the
for the issue. The incorporation of hazing prevention efforts into
Dr. Jones’ job description also makes the work more sustainable
these efforts, regardless of whether Dr. Jones remains in that
particular role.

“The panacea is having the key staff members there to keep it
moving. At times where there wasn’t a lot of action, we were still
keeping hazing on that radar, making sure people didn’t lose
sight of it and the need to continue addressing it. The staff keep
the conversations at the forefront. They’ve taken a problem over
the past three to four years now and turned the tides.”
HPC Campus Professional
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SAMPLE COMPREHENSIVE HAZING SCENARIO
College M

WHY IT WORKS
In this example College M demonstrates a commitment to hazing
prevention through administration of regular campus assessments.
the coalition builds capacity for evidence-based prevention,
including an intentional planning process that uses available
data to identify at risk audiences—in this case staff and faculty
with limited knowledge of hazing and hazing prevention—to shift
the culture of hazing. The resulting implementation of trainings
highlights the importance of hazing cultural competence and
conveys consistent information and messaging for staff, faculty
and students about their roles in hazing prevention.

“Being consistent with providing information about what
we are doing on campus was important. Letting senior staff
and other staff know they can listen to webinars, providing
information about what hazing is, and presentations about our
campus hazing data. All of those things keep being visible and
consistent and that’s helped demonstrate that hazing prevention
isn’t just happening when there’s a problem but it’s continuing
to happen on our campus when there’s not any problem.”
HPC Campus Professional
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SAMPLE COMPREHENSIVE HAZING SCENARIO
College K

WHY IT WORKS
In this example, students take the initiative to increase
commitment to hazing prevention on their campus. They were
active bystanders in declining to participate in hazing and seeking
to discuss their experiences with campus leaders. They contribute
to capacity building by taking an active role in the campus
coalition and developing opportunities for implementation of
trainings focused on alternatives to hazing. The president’s
commitment became more visible through coalition nominations
and contributed to sustainability when trainings and the
subcommittee became permanent aspects of campus hazing
prevention efforts.

“Our vice president selected members of the university
to serve and did a charge to the hazing prevention
committee. It created credibility for the group and
a sense of importance because it came from the vice
president.”
HPC Campus Professional
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Bystander intervention

Hazing prevention

Hazing prevention coalition
Campus stakeholders

Campus-wide
Infrastructure

Comprehensive

Intersectional lens

Mandate
Divisions or Units

Ethical leadership
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS CONTINUED
Non-hazing strategies for
building group cohesion

Social norms approach

Spectrum of Hazing©
Risk and protective factors

Senior leaders
Staff

Social norms
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Use of Materials
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